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1 point

B 1/10 A32 foul for kick catch interference

A f/k A30 dead ball foul for an illegal kick

A 1/10 A47 no fouls

B 1/10 A42 foul for kick out of bounds

1) A f/k @ A35 in obvious onside kick situation. All 11 Team A players are

within 5 yards of the restraining line. The ball is touching the tee but not on

the tee, instead leaning against it. The kicker approaches the ball but then

another player comes from the opposite side and executes a flawless

onside kick. 2 bounces along the ground and it pops up high in the air and

is coming down at the A47 very near the sideline. B88 signals for a fair

catch when A2 jumps up and catches the ball while in the air. There is

contact and A2 comes down first touching the ground out of bounds at the

A47. *

Rule references for question 1. What if scenerio: 'what if B88 jumps up to catch

the ball before A2, he secures it in the air and B88 comes to the ground out of

bounds? how does the ruling change'

Your answer



1 point

A 1/10 A47 no fouls

A f/k A30 foul for illegal formation

B 1/10 A32 foul for kick catch interference

B 1/10 A42 foul for illegal formation

1 point

A 1/10 @ A43 legal play

2) A f/k @ A35 in obvious onside kick situation. 10 Team A players are within

5 yards of the restraining line and placekicker A1 at 10 yards behind. The

kicker approaches the ball on a tee but then another player comes from

the opposite side and executes a flawless onside kick. 2 bounces along the

ground and it pops up high in the air and is coming down at the A47 very

near the sideline. B88 signals for a fair catch when A2 jumps up and

catches the ball while in the air. There is contact and A2 comes down first

touching the ground inbounds at the A47. *

Rule references for question 2

Your answer

3) A f/k @ A35 in obvious onside kick situation. All 11 Team A players are

within 5 yards of the restraining line. The ball is place on it’s side on the

ground with the tip of the ball barely touching the tee. The kicker

approaches the ball and kicks in a manner that causes it to spin wildly along

the ground to the A46 yard line and then actually loop back towards the

kicking team. A81 of the kicking team jumps on the ball at the A43. *



B 1/10 @ A43 illegal touching by A

A f/k @ A30 dead ball foul for an illegal kick

1 point

A 1/10 @ B8 – foul for illegal wedge enforced from spot of foul

A 1/10 @ B25 at the hash nearest the catch

A 1/10 @ B25 at hash determined by team B

A 1/10 @ B12 ½ - foul for illegal wedge enforced from succeeding spot.

1 point

B 1/10 @ B35 on the hash nearest to where the ball went out of bounds

Rule references for Question 3

Your answer

4) A f/k @ A35. The ball is kicked high and deep, coming down at the B5.

B85 and B89 form a 2 man wedge at the B16. Receiver B2 signals for and

completes a fair catch at the B5 at the numbers

Rule references for Question 4. How does the ruling change if the returner

dropped the fair catch and recovers at the B4? *

Your answer

5) A f/k @ A20 after enforcing an unsportsmanlike conduct foul after the

touchdown. Team A has no tee and is holding the ball as if to punt or drop

kick the ball. The kicker punts the ball high and deep to the B20 and out of

bounds.



B 1/10 @ 50 on the hash nearest to where the ball went out of bounds

B 1/10 @ 50 on hash determined by Team B

A f/k @ A15 dead ball foul for an illegal kick
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rule reference for question 5

Your answer
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